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Auxetic materials with negative Poisson's ratios unusually exhibit intuitive mechanical 
behaviors, such as cross-section expansion instead of contraction during tension. Such 
behaviors are interesting because they may enhance unusual mechanical properties. However, 
controllable preparation of materials with negative Poisson's ratio is still a major challenge. 
In this study, we report the synthesis of a flexible auxetic graphene assembled macrofilm 
(GAMF) from graphene oxide nanosheets by a thermal annealing and press assistant method. 
The obtained materials exhibit good flexibility and significantly wide tunable negative 
Poisson s ratios ranging from -0.11 to -0.53. We also develop a reconstruction model for 
characterization the uniaxial tension of GAMF based on X-ray tomographic images. The 
tensile simulation result predicts the function relationship between Poisson's ratio and critical 
thickness of pore channels, which is in good agreement with the experimental data. As a 
result, an effective tunable way is proposed for customizable fabrication of GAMF with 
tunable negative Poisson's ratios, and the GAMF materials with good flexibility, high 
electrical conductivity and superior auxetic behavior looks promising for future development 
of wearable electronics. 
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The Poisson s ratio is a fundamental property of materials describing the negative ratio of 
transverse strain to applied axial strain [1]. Compared to most conventional materials with 
positive Poisson s ratio, auxetic materials with negative values Poisson s ratio would expand 
instead of shrinking at cross section when stretched under uniaxial tension. Materials with 
such counterintuitive behavior has drawn increasing attention due to the enhanced 
mechanical properties, such as shear resistance, fracture toughness and energy absorption. 
These features lead to broad applications in tissue scaffold [2], intelligent sensors [3], 
protective equipment [4], and national defense engineering [5]. Since reentrant metal foam 
structure with negative Poisson s ratio has been reported by Lake et al. in 1987 [6], geometric 
considerations have been extensively studied to design new auxetic materials [7-10]. 
Artificially designed auxetic effects have so far been seen in numerous crystalline foams [11, 
12], microporous polymers [1, 13], metal networks [6, 14, 15], and origami structures [9, 16, 
17]. 
Graphene, consisting of a layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, is 
regarded as one of the most prospective materials of 21st century. However, the one-atom-
thick graphene sheet is still difficult to be applied in practice due to the limitations of 
preparation accuracy and processing difficulty. In recent years, graphene assembled 
macrofilms (GAMF) prepared from graphene oxide (GO) as raw material has attracted 
increasing attention. Because of its excellent mechanical properties, lightweight, super high 
thermal conductivity and electronic conductivity, the GAMF has been studied in the fields of 
membrane separation, flexible storage and wearable RF devices. However, most previous 
reports focused on mechanical strength and flexibility, electrical conductivity and thermal 
conductivity but a little attention has been paid to the Poisson's ratio of GAMF. Molecular 
dynamic simulation by Grima et al. revealed that vacancy defect in C-C bonds may lead to 
 
 
graphene wrinkling to the extent to exhibit auxetic behavior [18,19]. Other simulation works 
manifested rippled graphene [20, 21], porous graphene structure [22], graphene-based carbon 
foam [23], graphene-based diamond-like phases [24, 25] and disordered graphene layers [26] 
that may lead to nano architecture auxetic materials. These works stimulated further ongoing 
research, especially studies based on experimental synthesis [27]. More recently, Wen et al. 
obtained graphene films with tunable negative Poisson s ratio (NPR) ranging from -0.25 to -
0.55 [28]. However, it still remains challenging to find out the mechanism in the 
hierarchically nano- and microstructures.  
In this work, porous auxetic GAMF was successfully prepared by a thermal annealing 
and press assistant method. The as-obtained materials exhibited a wild tunable negative 
Poisson s ratios customized from -0.11 to -0.53. The mechanisms behind the auxetic 
behaviors were clarified by simulation of real specimens, and the possible influencing factors 
on NPR performances were tested using GAMFs with different critical thicknesses. Moreover, 
extra-high conductivity of GAMF endowed by annealing would be beneficial to the design 
and fabrication of different auxetic microstructures for various applications such as intelligent 
wearable electronic sensors. 
 
2. Experimental  
2.1 Preparation of GAMF 
Suspensions of GO with solid contents of 2%-4% were first stirred rapidly (400 rpm) for 
4 h. The formed GO gel was then poured into a glass mold and left to dry at room 
temperature. The evaporation of water helped forming GO film with a thickness ranging from 
50-80 m and an average lateral size of 33.6 m (Fig. S8), which was then peeled off and 
annealed at 1300 °C for 2 h and 3000 °C for 1 h under argon shielding gas with a heating rate 
of +10 °C/min.  After cooling down to room temperature, GAMF was obtained. To get 
 
 
various GAMF specimens with different porosities, pressure was applied with 0 MPa, 1 MPa, 
5 MPa, 10 MPa, 20 MPa and 50 MPa respectively. 
2.2 Measurement of conductivity 
Square resistances of GAMF specimens were measured by RTS-9 with 4 point probes. 
And the conductivities were calculated by s=1/DR (s is the conductivity, D is the thickness 
and R is the square resistance of GAMF). 
2.3 P i n  a i  Te ing 
All copper, PET film and GAMF specimens were cut into dumbbell-shape for tension 
testing by laser engraver (LPKF ProtoLaser R). The gauge length was 50 mm and width was 
10 mm. The tension tests were conducted by a universal testing machine (Instron 5848) at 
speed of 0.4 mm/min. A Non-Contact Full-Field 3D Strain Measurement System (Correlated 
Solution Inc., VIC-3D) was used to record the 3D deformation of speckled specimens. More 
mechanics properties (failure stress, modulus, ultimate strain, rigidity and toughness) could 
also be obtained by the test above (Fig. S9). 
2.4 Microstructure characterization 
Considering that cutting might break the instinct interface of the film, all specimens were 
immersed in liquid nitrogen to stabilize the microstructure before cutting. Based on the 
optical microscope images taken by Olympus IX73, lateral size of resultant GO sheets was 
calculated by professional software (Image J). SEM images were captured to demonstrate the 
cross-sections of GO film and GAMF. 3D surface morphology of GAMF was reconstructed 
by digital microscopy (KEYENCE, VHX-600E), and microstructure of GAMF was 
reconstructed by professional software (ImageJ and Avizo) using Micro-CT images recorded 
by 3D X-ray microscope (Carl Zeiss, Xradia 510Versa). 
3. Results  
 
 
As shown in Fig. S1, GAMF was fabricated by annealing graphene oxide (GO) film 
transformed from GO suspension [29]. At the start of annealing, the absorbed water first 
evaporated. As temperature further rose, the interlay and crystal water became fully 
evaporated. At 3000 oC, some carbon atoms collapsed with oxygen containing functional 
groups and converted into gaseous carbon oxides. During this process, the symmetry of the 
graphene six carbon atom rings might have been broken, those defects in nano-scales yield to 
the crumpled sheets and account for the folds on graphene layers in micro-scale [18]. Micro-
gasbags then sprouted in graphene sheets during evolution of mentioned gaseous carbon 
oxides [30]. After cooling to room temperature, graphene sheets kept their deformations and 
micro-pores, formatting accordingly. The SEM images of cross-sections of GO and rGO 
films are exhibited in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. These features well confirmed the supposition. Fig. 
1b showed the GO film with dense and regular morphology. During the annealing treatment 
it expanded in thickness to yield visible micro-pores in Fig. 1c and turned into GAMF.  Fig. 
1d and Fig. S10 showed the outstanding flexibility of GAMF with two folded examples. The 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns confirmed the complete graphitization of GO film with 
interlayer distance of GAMF around 3.35 Å (Fig. 1e). This could be verified by Raman 
spectroscopy, depicting 2D, 2G and 2D bands located at 1525 cm-1, 2690 cm-1 and 1297 cm-1, 
respectively. The ratio of ID/IG was estimated to 0.087, indicating GAMF with wonderful 
crystal structure.  Fig. 1f compared the conductivities among GAMF and some macro 
chemically graphene films. From the histogram we could be informed that conductivity of the 
GAMFs could be customized with Poisson s  ratio (2.4±0.11 105 S/m, 2.19±0.11×105 S/m, 
3.09±0.15×105 S/m with Poisson s ratio of -0.53, -0.21, -0.11), much higher than chemically 
graphene films (1.63×104 S/m [31], 5.37×104 S/m [32] and 1.12×105 S/m [33]). It also 
preserved electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of at least 90 dB [34-36]. This meant that 




Fig. 1. Structure and characterization of GO and rGO films. a) Schematic illustration of 
transformation from GO film into porous rGO. b-c) SEM image of cross-section of GO 
before annealing and rGO film after annealing. d) Folded GAMF examples. e) X-ray 
diffraction patterns and Raman spectra for rGO film. f) Comparison among conductivities of 
GAMFs and chemically modified graphene films. g) Three-dimensional reconstruction of 
surface morphology of rGO film obtained by digital microscopy. 
 
To figure out deformations caused by the Poisson s effect, uniaxial tensions were tested. 
The structural stiffness would be relatively low for GAMF specimens with thickness around 
200 m, leading to challenging of strain measurements. To obtain accurate Poisson s ratios of 
GAMF, the universal testing machine and Non-Contact Full-Field 3D Strain Measurement 
System were used (Fig. 2a). Each GAMF specimen was cut into dumbbell-shape from 
 
 
fabricated GAMF film and pretreated with speckling by spray. The speckle layer was 
intentionally kept not thicker than 10 m to prevent probable effects on stiffness of 
specimens. Moreover, to prove the reliability of the measurements, copper foil and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film specimens with known Poisson s ratios ( copper is about 
0.35 and PET is around 0.3-0.4, depending on preparation method) were introduced as control 
group. Conceivably, each specimen in control group was pretreated by speckle as GAMF 
specimens.  
Fig. 2(c and d) exhibits the strain contours of all specimens in transverse and longitudinal 
directions. Despite strain contours showed concentrated stress in some local areas, negative 
transverse and positive longitudinal total strain were observed on copper and PET specimens. 
By contrast, GAMF specimen depicted tension-expansion behavior. The strain fields were 
positive in both directions, meaning the specimen expanded transversely and longitudinally in 
uniaxial tension. The Poisson s ratio could be defined as /ji ii jjυ ε ε . Considering GAMF is 
anisotropic in y-z and y-x planes but isotropic in x-z plane which means xz is equal to zx as 
the x-z coordinates showed in Fig. 2a, we d like to clarify here that all measured Poisson s 
ratios in this work indicated xz or zx. Consequently, auxetic performance indicated GAMF 
with negative Poisson s ratio graphene structure. For further analysis, six virtual 
extensometers were introduced to obtain the average strain of specimens. Three specimens 
(E0, E1, E2) were set in longitudinal direction and others (E3, E4, E5) in transverse direction 




Fig. 2. Uniaxial tension testing for copper, PET, and GAMF specimens. a) Photos of 
specimen with speckles loading on testing machine. b) Virtual extensometers in deformation 





The data shown in Fig. 3 were obtained when considering the deformation data from 
virtual extensometers. As shown in Fig. 3a, couple HD cameras were set in front of the 
specimen with speckles [37, 38]. After calibration, contrastive analyses were continuously 
executed by the system to capture changes in relative position among speckles caused by 
deformation of the specimen. Based on images snapshotted by both synchronous cameras and 
DIC algorithm, three-dimensional deformation data were recorded. It is necessary to note that 
the strain values shown in Fig. 3 are all reported in percentage form. Fig. 3(c and d) exhibits 
the test results of copper foil and PET film specimens. The stress-strain curves of copper 
showed that longitudinal strain increased from 0 to about 0.4% as tensile load in elastic stage 
enhanced. The transverse strain decreased from 0 to about -0.14% due to Poisson s effect. 
The averaged values of longitudinal and transverse strain allowed to draw l- t curve. The 
Poisson s ratio of copper foil specimen was estimated from the slope of l- t curve in dotted 
area to 0.34 (Figure 3f), consistent with practical values. Analogously, the Poisson s ratio of 
PET film specimen was recorded as 0.24 (Fig. 3g). The Poisson s ratio matched well with 
practical value given the effect on mechanical properties of PET caused by different 
manufacturing processes. Hence, the measurement of Poisson s ratio was pretty reliable. Fig. 
3e provides the mechanical behaviors of GAMF specimens. As discussed previously, GAMF 
displayed auxetic performance, in which the mechanical behavior in transverse direction was 
similar to that in longitudinal direction but with lower slope. From l- t curve, the Poisson s 




Fig. 3. Test results of Poisson s ratio for all specimens. a) Schematic representation of strain 
measuring system. b) 3D analysis of specimen deformation during testing. c,d,e) Stress-strain 
curves of copper, PET, and GAMF specimens. f,g,h) l- t curves of copper, PET, and GAMF 
specimens. 
 
The origin of negative Poisson s ratio could be explained through the mechanistic 
summary at microscale. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between the microscopic structure 
and negative Poisson s ratio, where displacement increment in longitudinal direction was 
accompanied by displacement expansion in transverse direction. For clarity, the transverse 
direction was defined as X-direction, elevational direction as Y-direction, and longitudinal 
direction as Z-direction. Based on X-ray morphology scans we were able to establish a 
 
 
reliable model instead of assumed model [39]. Over 1000 pieces of tomography images were 
obtained to clarify the interior morphology of pores (Fig. S3) and a good inter-connectivity 
was noticed. For analysis and visualization purposes of pore channels, referential values of 
local thickness were computed and generated color-coded meshes by ORS Visual software. 
The thickness was calculated as diameter of a hypothetical sphere fitting each boundary point 
with distribution shown in Fig. 4(a-b). The porosity for one specimen was quantified at 
71.54%. Based on above morphology images (Fig. 4c), facets model was reconstructed as in 
Fig. 4d, matching with local SEM images (Fig. 1c).  
The size of facets model was too big to compute the properties by simulating every detail 
of the microstructure. Thus, representative volume element (RVE) was extracted along the z-
direction from facets model to construct voxel model for analysis (Fig. 4e), in which porosity 
was calibrated with the value measured from X-ray tomography to neglect the variance from 
grayscale threshold. The aspect ratio was kept the same as the experimental value. The size of 
RVE over real specimen showed a scaling ratio smaller than 1/1000. Asymptotic 
homogenization theory (Supporting Note 1) [40-44] could be employed to compute three-
dimensional voxel model with 2.5 million elements and 4.08 million nodes. The 4% tension 
strain was then applied on right side along z-direction while constraint was put on the other 
side. This approach eliminated the weak boundary effect when compared to experiment 
setting. The contour plot in Fig. 4f illustrated the total displacement data in nodal solution. 
The displacement field along the x and z directions were both positive when symbol U was 
taken as displacement of node in certain direction, symbol l  as length, as strain, and 
 as Poisson s ratio. Therefore, negative Poisson s ratio can be calculated according to Eq. 
(1) [45]: 
/ = / /zx x z x z z xU U l l




Fig. 4. Simulation-based X-ray morphology images and prediction of relation between 
Poisson s ratio and microscopic structure. a) Contour plot of thickness distribution of inter-
connected pores. b) Thickness distribution histogram. c) Micro-CT images by X-ray 
microscopy. d) Re-constructed facets model. e) Representative volume element in voxel 
model. f) Contour plot for nodal solution. g) Deformed and undeformed plots for cross-





For more clarifications, deformation results of A-A cross-section on xz plane were 
analyzed (Fig. 4g), where the original outline of RVE was depicted by the hollow area and 
outline of deformed RVE by solid area. Fig. 4g vividly depicts the auxetic behavior of 
GAMF under applied load. Note that elongation in z-direction was accompanied by 
expansion in x-direction. In addition, re-entrant holes were visible throughout the in-plane 
slices of X-ray Tomography (Fig. S4). However, more insights should be given to re-entrant 
in-plane holes in slices of microstructure, which would lead to negative Poisson s ratio 
according to previous literature [47]. 
The qualitative illustration of pores towards uniaxial tension in z-direction showed that 
neither porosity nor distribution of pores was directly related to Poisson s ratio. In fact, pore 
thickness and shape play crucial roles in auxetic performance [48]. Therefore, critical 
thickness c was defined based on thickness distribution of pore channels. 
( ) 10%microt cF  (2) 
where ( )microF  is the statistical percentage of thickness distribution, and minimum maker c of 
thickness t is dragged for integration ratio accounting for 10%.  
Briefly, larger values of ( )microF  should induce more and larger micro-pores. The c value 
should be determined by at least one experimental result. In this paper, the above experiment 
with porosity of 71.54% was used to determine c=21.2 m. Next, morphological 
manipulation for four different models was implemented to dilate and erode the thickness of 
micro-pores. Critical thicknesses of respectively c=7, 12, 18, 26 m were obtained (Fig. S5) 
and similar analyses were performed for the other four models. A nonlinear relationship was 
observed in Fig. 4h, and relationship between the Poisson s ratio and critical thickness was 




 +a5). The fitted curve clearly illustrated 
that the Poisson s ratio decreased from -0.1 to -0.7 as critical thickness rose from 5 to 26 m. 
 
 
In detail, the Poisson s ratio decreased slowly for critical thickness ranging from 7 to 18 m 
followed by quick slow down from 18 to 26 m. In sum, the relationship between Poisson s 
ratio and critical thickness provided a valuable guideline for technical processing and 
customization of graphene films with desirable NPRs. 
Since the customized direction could clearly lead to different NPR behaviors through 
tunable thickness of pore channels, several other GAMFs with different thickness of pore 
channels ( c =7.41, 17.33, 19.58, 21.32, 23.4, and 24.9 m) were fabricated by pressing under 
1-50 MPa load. All GAMFs were cut into dumbbell-shape with the same size as the 
specimens in Fig. 2a. The results of Poisson s ratio of specimens prepared by VIC-3D 
measurement system in uniaxial tension testing are exhibited in Fig. 4h and Fig. S6, and the 
SEM images are shown in Fig. S7. Clearly, the Poisson s ratios decreased monotonically with 
the increment of critical thickness as -0.11, -0.21, -0.25, -0.29, -0.41 and -0.53 respectively. 
All test data aligned well with the fitting curve of simulation results, implying enhanced NPR 
performance through incrementing critical thickness. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The reduction of graphene oxide by thermal annealing was shown to form porous 
structure. Wen [28] et al. reported microstructural hierarchy of pristine chemically modified 
graphene films with featured wrinkles, delaminated close-packed laminates, ordered and 
disordered stacks that led to remarkable negative Poisson s ratios. Considering the 
modulating wavy textures of inter-connected network, pre-stretched was applied to endow 
chemically modified graphene films with controlled negative Poisson s ratio. Huang [46] et al. 
compared rGO films reduced by HI acid with thermally annealed rGO films and realized 
obvious differences in microscale structure, which looked tightly packed in rGO films 
 
 
reduced by HI but porous in thermally annealed films. Hence, the proposed fabrication 
method of GAMF showed great potential in customizing the Poisson s ratio.  
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3b, thin sheets with hierarchical or fractal wrinkles were observed 
under two cameras three-dimensional image correlation measurements. Inevitably, preventing 
slight torsion in thin films was challenging when the specimens were subject to tensile load 
[48]. During tension process, in-plane displacement caused by torsion might affect the results 
but three sensors were set to obtain an average values of longitudinal and transverse strains. 
Moreover, variance from simulation indicated that the influence can be neglected.  
In simulations, the reconstruction manipulation of X-ray microscopy images looked 
typical for processing of such porous materials [49]. Moreover, the scale of RVE over real 
material was less than 0.001. Hence, asymptotic homogenization algorithm was suitable to 
simulate RVE of real materials [10, 18]. Although this theory was available for RVE 
simulation with constraints under periodic boundary conditions, the averaged theoretical 
formula was utilized in this study. In addition, the selection of RVE position was calibrated to 
converge for above real materials, and relationship between critical thickness and Poisson s 
ratio of GAMF was discussed theoretically based on simulations. Most importantly, by 
adjusting the critical thickness of GAMF with compressibility, the simulation result was 
validated, claiming out the simulation could be applied in prediction of GAMF and other 
materials with similar microporous structure. 
In conclusion, microporous structure was constructed as determining factor in auxetic 
performance of fabricated GAMF with high conductivity and outstanding flexibility through 
graphitization of treated graphene oxide precursor. The uniaxial tension tests with VIC-3D 
system confirmed the negative value of Poisson s ratio of GAMF. To clarify the mechanical 
behaviors of auxetic graphene films, reliable simulation model for microstructure was built 
by reconstruction of images obtained by X-ray microscopy of real specimens. The simulation 
 
 
results showed that critical thickness had an impact on NPR performance. GAMFs with 
different critical thicknesses were fabricated and Poisson s ratios ranging from -0.11 to -0.53 
were recorded, which aligned well with the predictions and suggesting promising applications 
in flexible sensor devices and wearable electronic engineering. 
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Customizable Fabrication for Auxetic Graphene Assembled 
Macrofilms with High Conductivity and Flexibility 
 
Microporous structure was constructed as determining factor in auxetic 
performance of fabricated GAMF with high conductivity and outstanding flexibility 
through graphitization of treated graphene oxide precursor. The simulation results 
showed that critical thickness had an impact on NPR performance. GAMFs with 
diffe en  c i ical hickne e  e e fab ica ed and Poi on  a io  anging f om -0.11 
to -0.53 were recorded, which aligned well with the predictions and suggesting 
promising applications in flexible sensor devices and wearable electronic engineering. 
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